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1. Introduction.
Let D be an unbounded domain in RN and T>0. In this paper we study
the initial-boundary value problem
ut=Au + ＼x＼aup in Dx(0, T),
(P) u{x, 0=0 on 8Dx(0, T),
u{x, Q)=ua{x) in D ,
where c^O, p>l, uo^0, <x><T/(p"1)w0≪x>=Vl+|*l2) is continuous and bounded
in D and uo=O on 3D.
When D=i^ and <r=0, Fujita [1] and Weissler [2] proved that if l<p£
1+2/'N, there is no nontrivial nonnegative global solution of (P).
When D is a cone with vertex at the origin, that is D― {x^RN＼0; x/＼x＼
<=£}, where Q(ZSN~l is an open connected subset with smooth boundary,
Levine and Meier, [3] and [4], proved that if ＼<p<l+(2+o)/(N+y+) and a^O,
or p=l+2/(N+f+) and <r=0, there is no nontrivial nonnegative global solution
of (P), where y+ is the positive root of ■jr(y-i-N―2)=a)1,and ah is the smallest
Dirichlet eigenvalue for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Q.
In this paper we shall prove that there is no nontrivial global solution of
(P) if c7>0 and p=l+(2+(T)/(N+y+) are valid. Moreover we can prove that
when D=RN there is no nontrivial global solution if l + a/(N― 2)^/^1 +
(2+a)/N and a>0.
Definition 1.1. For T>0, u=u(x, t)is called a solution of (P) in (0, T), if
(A) u is continuous in Dx[0, T),
(B) ut, uXi and uXiXj (i,j=l, ■■■, N) are continuous in Dx(0, T),
(C) ||u(0IU/(P-i)is finitefor each *e=[0, T),
(D) u satisfies(P),
where ＼＼u(t)＼＼*np-u:= supD<x>°≪w＼u(u, t)＼
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Similarly, u is called a subsolution of (P) in (0, T), if u satisfies(A), (B),
(C) and
ut^Au+＼x＼aup in Z>X(0, T),
(P) u{x, t)=0 on SZ?X(0, T),
Definition 1.2. T :=sup{T>0; ||m(0L/(P-d is finitefor O^t<T} is called
the nontrivial existence time of u. If T=-＼-°°,then u is called a global solu-
tion of (P).
Remark. If 0<T<oo and [|w(OII<;/cp-i>is finiteon (0, T), the solution u can
be extended beyond T (see Theorem 1.1).
We begin with stating the local existence theorem for (P).
Theorem 1.1. Let D be a cone in RN. Then for any nonnegative function
u0 in C°(D) satisfying ||MolU/<p-i)<°°and uo=O on dD there is a solution u(x, t)
of (P) in (0, t0) such that ||w(0L/(p-n is finite in (0, t0) where ?0>0 depends only
on a, p, N and ||m0L/(≫-i>.
The main two theorem in thispaper are the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let D be a conein RN, N^3. If uo^Q and uo^O, p=l +
(2+a)/(N+y+) and 0<<r^2(iV-2)/(?-++2),thereis no globalsolution.
Theorem 1.3. Let D=RN, iV^3. // uo^O and uo^O, l+a/(N-2)^p<
l+(2+<r)/iV and 0<<j^N―2, thereis no globalsolution.
To prove Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, we need the following estimate
v(x, t)<((p-l)| xI^)-v(P-i) for 0<t<T,
where T>0 is the maximum existence time of the solution of (P) and v(x, t)is
the solution of the heat equation with the same initial and boundary condition
as (P).
The above inequality is true provided 0<a/(p―l)^N―2 (see Lemma 3.2).
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Throughout this paper we take advantage of the following proposition
proved by Protter and Weinberger [5] (Theorem 10, p.p. 183-184).
(see Watson [6]).
Lemma 2.2. Let D be a conein RN. Assume that v0 is a bounded continuous
function in D and vanishes on dD. Then there exist a unique solutionof the heat
equation
Vt―Av
v(x, 0=0
in Z)X(O, oo),
on dDx(0, oo)
2＼ co.
-
)s/
)n=l
>.(ir)0≫w≫<0'
(z/2)7r(v+l) z-+0+
(2.3) v(x, t)
Especially, if vo(x)^0 in D, then v(x, t)}>0 in Dx(O, 00)
v(x, O)―vo(x) in D ,
in C(Z)X[Q, w))nC2(Dx(0, 00)),which has the form
(2.2)
= ＼DG(x, y; t)vo(y)dy .
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Proposition 2.1. Let D be an unbounded domain in RN. If ut and uXiXj
(i, /=1, ･･･, N) are exist and continuous in Dx(0, T) and u ―u{x, t) satisfies the
following inequalities
ut^Au + hu in Z)x(0, T),
(2.1) u(x, 0^0 on dDx(0, T),
u(x, 0)^0 in D,
where h = h{x, t)is bounded in Dx [0, T). If there exist c>0 such that !imr_>ooe~cr2
･{maX|I|=r,0StsrM(x, 0}^0, then u(x, t)^Q in Dx(0, T).
Remark. In the case D=RN, we can eliminate the boundary condition of u.
We introduce the Green's function G(x, y ; t)=G(r, 0, p, <f>＼t)(r=＼x＼, p=＼y＼,
d = x/＼x＼<=Q, <f>=y/＼y＼e.Q), for the linear heat equation in the cone.
Let {(pn(0)}n=i be a normalized orthogonal system for Ag on Q correspond-
ing to the sequence
we take <px>0 in Q
Here
{a>n} of Dirichlet eigenvalues for this problem, especially
and
f
(p1(d)dSe= c1
G(x, y, t)=G(r, 6, p,$;t)
A
-(rn)-(.N-Z)/V pxn / P ~l~r
2f{rp)
exp^
At
where vn= {((N-2)/2)2+<oB}1/2,and
K~)-( *Y% WV2" -,[
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Lemma 2.3. Let v―v(x, t) be a solution of (2.2) and a :=max{0, ―(a/2(p―I))
'(N-2-a/(p-l))}. If ||y||≪,/(P-,)<oo>then for Q<t<
I|v(OIL(p-i)^I|voL/(p-d exp(af).
Remark. Moreover if we take 0<a0^(log 2)1 a, then for 0<f<70
IIKOL/(p-i)^2||volL/(p_i) ･
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let w(x, t):=v(x, t)―||fo||<r/(p-i)<^>~'7/(p"1)exp(at),
then we have
Aw ―wt=la＼x＼4+l2aJr N-2- *w≫
X INUp-n^)-"^-1'-4 exp (≪0
Combining this with Proposition 2.1, we get w(x, t)^0 for Dx[0, 00). This
shows Lemma 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Define a := max{0, -(a/2(p-l))(N-2~a/(p-l))}
and to:= min {(log 2)1a, 4*>(||wo|UP_1))1-*'}.
First, we consider the following initial-boundary value problem
dtV1=tVl+＼x＼aVp0 in £x((Wo),
(P0 V^x, 0=0 on 3£x(0, f0),
V^x, 0)=M0(x) in D,
where Vo is a solution of (2.2) with the initial condition vo―uo.
The solution of (Pj) is
V,{x, t)=V0(x, t)+
for {x, 0gDx(0, U).
n
JojD
G(x, y;t-T)＼y＼aV$(y, t)dydz
Since V(x, t; z):= ( G(x, y; t―T)＼y＼°V$(y,t)dy is a solution of (2.2) with
the initialcondition vo=＼x＼aV$(x, r) for arbitrarily fixed r<=(0, 0, so we have
＼＼V(t;T)＼＼anP-i)^2(2＼＼uQ＼＼a/(p-i))pfor 0<r<a0 by using the above remark.
The solution V＼ of (P,) satisfies
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IIVMlanp-v^IIV0(t)＼UP-x> +
Hi
V(t; T)＼＼auP-≫dT
Jo
^2||MoL/(p_1)+j]2(2||MoL/(P-i))pdr
19
^4||HolUP-i) forO<t<t0.
Next we consider the following problem
dtVi+1(x,t)=AVt+1(x, t)+＼x＼°V?(x,t) in Dx(0, to),
(Pi+1) Vi+1(x,t)=0 ondDx(0,t0),
Vi+1(x,O)=uo(x) in D ,
where i=＼,2,･･･.
Then
ll^i(0IU/(p-i)^4||M0|U/(p_1,for 0<t<to.
As can be seen from the argument to obtain the estimate of Vu the above
inequalityis true for Vi+1.
ll^i+iCO-^COL/cp-n^J^^liMolU/t,-!,)'-1^^)^
where ^tt(r):=supo<t<r＼＼Vt(s)―Vt.l(s)＼＼a,(p-1)(i=l, 2, ･･･), because
<jc>'/<p-i)||jc|'7?(;c,z)-＼x＼aVf-1{x, r)|
^2/)(4||MoL/(p-1))p-1<^><T/(p-1)l^(^ r)-^-^, r)|
^2/>(4||M0|L/(p_1))P-1JKi(T).
MiUt)^2pmu0＼＼onv-≫Y-l<3Hi(,T)dr
Jo
Note that 3il(t)^2{2＼＼u0＼＼aKp_1)yt
Thus.
<3Hi(t)<
22-p||Ma)IUP-n(2/>(2||Wo|U
i＼ p
i= 1. 2. ･･･
I))'-1*)'
i=l, 2 ･･･ .
We conclude that there is a solution u of (P) such that {Vi} converges to
u uniformly in Dx(0, tQ). It is clear that u is the unique solution of (P).
3. Proof cf Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 3.1. Let T>0 be the existence time of u, and u a subsolutionin
(0. T-.) for aome 7＼>0. Then we have
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u(x, t)^u(x, t) in DxlO, Tt),
where T2= min {Tlf T}.
Proof. Let
U(x, t)
then Ut^AU+＼x＼°(up-uP).
:= u(x, f)―u(x, t)
By using the mean value theorem, there exist 0<£<l such that
＼x＼a(up-up)=h(x, t)(u~u)
where,
h(x, t)=p＼x＼a{(l-Qu+^u}*-1
^/>max{||K(0IUP-i), IKOIUp-i)}*"1
Combining this and Proposition 2.1, we get
U(x, 0^0 in Dx[0, T2).
Lemma 3.2. We assume 0<a/(p ―l)^N―2. Let T be the maximal existence
time of u, and v be the solutionof the linear heat equation with the same initial-
boundary condition as u.
Then
v(x, 0<((/>-l)l≪r0"1/<p"1) in DX(O, f).
Proof. If T^T0:= (||m0IUpp-Y))/(£-1),then by Lemma 2.3
v(x,O£l|KoL/cp-i><*>-*/(p-1}
^((/)~l)f)-1/(p-1)<x>-ff/(P-1)
<{{p~l)＼x＼at)-lnr-v forO^^<f.
Now we assume T>T0 and let
u{x, t)={(v(x, t))-ip-li-(p-l)＼x＼"t}-lnp-1).
We shall prove ||w(0IL/<p-dis finitefor 0<t<T.
When 0<t<T0, from Lemma 2.3, we see that
ll≪(OIU/(p-i)^{l|Mollr/(A-V>-(/>-W1/(I'-1)<o°.
We assume that there exists t<T such that ＼＼u＼＼a/ip-i)-*°°as t＼z, and let
^i be the smallest one of all such r.
On the other hand, let t2 be an arbitrary constant with 0<^2<^. Then u
satisfiesfor t<t,,
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Au+＼x＼aup ―ut
= o(N-2-<r/(p-l))＼x Ia-2t{v~ip-^-(p-l)＼x |at)-pi^p-^
+p(p-l)v-(v+1>＼x＼atj}
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(vt+-^- -^y)
V^^-^-l)
Ix | at}<-≫p+i)/<p-"
^0.
So u is a subsolution for 0<t<tz<tu it follows from Lemma 3.1 that u(x, t)^
u(x, t)in Dx[0, t2). Hence we see from the definition of ||w(f)||0/(|,-i),
IIu(t)＼＼oKv-i^ll≪(0IU/(p-i) for 0<t£ts.
On the other hand,
IIm(^)IU/(p-≫―> °° as fgT '1･
We have reached the contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We assume that there exists a global solution of
(P), then from Lemma 3.2 we have
(^_l)-i/CP-D>|x|<r/(p-i)?i/(p-i)l;(Xjf) in 0X(O, oo).
Integrating the above both sides over Q with respect to <J>1(d)dSo,we can esti-
mate by use of (2.3),
C2>
JiJ
j
flr≫/(P-D^/<l≫-i>j"jflG(rf
^ pf f;t)uo(p, fip^dSidpfaWdS,
= Cl^/CP-l)/l/(P-l)^j^M-(^.,/Vyi(^)exp(-?^±^)tt.(/9,^1(^)
x^1(O)plf-1dSedS^dp
where cu c2 and c3 are constants and r=＼x＼, 0=x/＼x＼.
Let r=t1/2. Then v1=j++(N―2)/2, there exists c4>0 independent of t such
that
J 0 JiJ ＼ 4tfr'
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Since u is a global solution, we can replace uo(p, 0) by u(r, 6 ; t0) for any
L>0. Thus, for t>t0
C4>
＼:＼
Here let 11 °o
2
rr++iv-i exp /_ J W (9; to)<p1($)dSedr
and replace t0 by t. Then there exists cB>0 such that
c*^W r7+
Jo Jfi
+ N-1 ft!0'1''≪･'･*'-*>
Xpa+N-luv(r, 6, s)dpdS^ds<p1(d)dSedr
Jojo JQ
X-p(-4l^)J>―-exp(-4-^ AdrdSfdpds
From Holder's inequality, it follows that there exists c6>0 such that
Ce=＼Jo(＼ou(p'*> ^WdS^P^^-'exp^^-ypds
Moreover since we see u(x, t)^v(x,t)from Lemma 3.1,we can estimate
＼
Qu(p,
0, s)^i(^)dS^
xlILrr++'v"lexp(~SMo(r' ew^dS(>dr
2^c7s
2
for 0<t'^s.
Thus we obtain
c6^(c7)p
f
s-P(.r++x/2)
i:
pip+≫r++eJnf-iQXp(― f(p+
s
t―s jjdpds
Since p>l, we can see that for 5e(0, 1) such that p―l+l/<5>0. Noting that
p+s/(t-s)=p+t/(t-s)-l£p+l/d―l, for se[f, (1-3)*], we have c8>0, such
that
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c*-
＼
t'
s(.(P +l)T+ + a + N)/2-p(r + + N/2)(fs
ru-dit1
= ＼ ―as ―> oo
as t―*oo.
This is a contradiction.Thus we have proved Theorem 1.2
4. Proof of Theorem 1.3.
In this section we consider next problem
ut=Au + ＼x＼au* in RNX(O, T),
(4.1)
u(x, 0)=uo(x) in RN ,
where iV^3 and ||m(0L/(p-d is finiteand not zero.
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Remark 4.1. If D=RN, the statementsof Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 are
also true without the boundary conditionof (P).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We assume that there exists a global solution
u~u(x, t) of (4.1) such that ＼＼u(t)＼＼anp-i)is f nitefor any t>0. Moreover, let
v=v(x, t) be a solution of the heat equation with an initial datum uo(x). Since
＼x-y＼2£2(＼x2+|yl2) we have
(4.2)
v{x, t) W＼2＼W
If / I % y |2v
expV if^)uo(y)dy
f / 1 ＼N / ＼x＼2+ v ＼
By use of Lemma 3.2 we have
Therefore, for ＼x＼=t1!Zwe have
x＼
2t
!)Lexp(-]
2N{p-iyli^-1)TtNli exp (i-W-<2+<n/<p-i≫/2^ f exp (
vl2＼lf)uo{y)dy
^
f-)uo(y)dy.
If p<l-＼-(2+a)/N, the left side of the above inequality goes to 0 as t―>cx>.
This is a contradiction.
Next, we assume />=l+(2+<7)/AT and let c9=2*(/>-l)-1/<p-1)7r*'slexp(l/2).
Then
c9^ Lexp (―~r~)uo(y)dy .
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As we discussed in the proof of Theorem 1.2 we can replace uo(y) by u(y, t0)
for arbitrarily tn>0. Thus,
c^iM'4&>y^'')dy tort>t-
The right side of the above inequality goes to
)RNu(y> fo)dy as *->≪>
Replace U by t. Then we have
c9^RNu(y, t)dy
^UU^^K-M)1^"^s)dydsdx
m^auP(y>
stXum^Tex<-w^)dxdyds
= ＼tQ＼RN＼y＼au^y,s)dyds
= f£n uP(p, <j),s)pa+N-idStdpds .
By Holder's inequality we have cX(isuch that,
->m$ u(p, <j),s)dSypa+N-1dpds
Moreover, by using Lemma 3.2 and (4.2)we get
JS*
u(p, <f>,s)dS^,
**-''-""L-S-"tM-O＼*.<*≫(-1w)'"L*>d≪ls'
Since uo^O, for any f>0 there exists cn=cn(u0; t')>0 such that
cn<2-NT:-Nl*＼ [
Nexp(-~P)u0(x)dxdS<p
for s^t
Hence we get
Cin>
JT(*,.-" ≪P(-g))V*'-^<'.
=(cl,)'n>--exp(-M ＼dps-{Nv)l2ds
=(^lr ^)r^'"'"'1*
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Since p = l-＼-N/(a+2), the right side of the above inequality goes to oo as £―>oo
This is a contradiction. Thus we have proved Theorem 1.3.
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